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Scholarly books and edited collections (peer reviewed)


Peer reviewed journal articles


**Book chapters**


*Internally reviewed research articles*


*Book reviews*


*Edited public outreach series*


*Public policy*


*Podcasts*


56. [2019, March] Digital news images and online surveillance
57. [2019, February] Nerd politics and Gaylaxy magazine
58. [2018, November] Religious nationalism and political comics
59. [2018, October] The body and MeToo India
60. [2018, September] Scalable sociality and the logical Indian
61. [2018, August] Critiques of the public sphere and fake news busting
62. [2018, May] The digital age and Instagram my life
63. [2018, April] The public sphere and digital privacy
64. [2018, March] Lies and comedy
65. [2018, February] Cyberfeminism and content creation
66. [2018, January] The mediated construction of reality and e-petitions in India
67. [2017, November] Rumors and the agents of Ishq
68. [2017, October] Digital diaspora politics and a right-wing Twitter superstar
69. [2017, September] Media as religion and round table India/Dalit online media
70. [2017, August] Big data and the Ladies Finger

Media articles (select)


**International Workshops and Conferences Organized**

[2019] The Digital Turn and Decoloniality in Media Anthropology, Munich, in collaboration with the Media Anthropology Network, European Association for Social Anthropologists, 11 October.


[2019] Internet Speech: Perspectives on Regulation and Policy, in collaboration with the Centre for Internet and Society, New Delhi, India, 5 April.


[2016] South Asia and the World. Public Symposium. School of Public Policy, Central European University, Budapest, Hungary, 2 December.


[2010] International Symposium on Media Regulation and Society, New Delhi, 14-15 December (with the Program in Comparative Media Law and Policy, Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Oxford, UK).

Conferences and Invited Talks

Forthcoming

[2020, March] A decolonial approach to online extreme speech. KU Leuven University, University of Ghent and University of Antwerp, Masterclass series on “Activism and Contestation”, Leuven, Belgium.


[2019, December] Nationalism as politics-as-usual? Digital disinformation ‘services’ and renewable ingenuity of online abusers. Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany.

Completed


[2019, April] “The framework of ‘Millennial India’”. Invited talk, Centre for Social Sciences and Humanities (CSH) and Indraprastha Institute of Information Technology Delhi, New Delhi, India.


[2018, August] “Anthropology’s unique lens to online aggression”, Invited talk. Westfälische Wilhelms-Universität Münster, Münster, Germany.

[2018, June] “Nationalism in digital times: Fun and aggression in political discourse”, Department of Media and Communication, LMU Munich, Germany.


[2017, June] “Everything has become politics”, Institut für Ethnologie Oberseminar, LMU Munich, Germany.


[2017, April] “Debating the nation: Social media and middle class politics in India”, Invited public talk, Georgetown University, Doha, Qatar.


[2017, March] “Nationalism and online debate cultures”, Invited paper. ESRC Research Seminar on Youth Extremisms: Understanding across ideological and religious contexts, University of Applied Sciences, Duesseldorf, Germany.


[2016, November] “City as news: Mediated desire and bhasha media in 'global’ Bangalore”, Invited paper. ‘Ideas from India’ International Conference, Australian National University, Canberra, Australia.


[2015, October] “Clash of Actors: Nationalism and Middle-Class Politics on Social Media”, Invited paper. Digital South Asia Conference, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, USA.


[2015, January] “Religious Politics on Social Media Networks”, Invited talk. Manipal Centre for Philosophy and Humanities, Manipal University, Manipal, India.


[2012, February] “City as news: News media and urban transformation in India”, Shiv Nadar University, New Delhi, India.


[2011, November] “Through the sieves of Chatpata news”. University of Tübingen, Germany.


[2010, March] “New–age journalism and urban politics in Bangalore”. Guest lecture delivered at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, USA.
[March, 2010] Participated in the 61st Annual International Conference of the Association for Asian Studies, Philadelphia, USA.


Public talks for outreach (select)

[2019, September] “Digital media as a new weapon for electoral combat” addressing fact-checking and fake news verification organizations, New Delhi, India.


[2018, June] Awareness campaign presentation on online hate speech, Friends for Phorms Association, Munich, Germany.